The GelCore formula, designed specifically by Hunt Comfort, works on a simple principle of distributing and reducing seated pressure, thereby relieving the fatigue of sitting while hunting. The longer you sit, the more comfortable the seat becomes. GelCore memory technology will continue to keep its shape and strength, even under the most strenuous of circumstances. GelCore is temperature controlled – it will not freeze or melt in extreme temperatures.

GelCore is temperature controlled – it will not freeze or melt in extreme temperatures.

Durable and waterproof, our innovative ComforTex Fabric is designed to allow seated pressure to give in to cushion mechanics. ComforTex is noise reductive and made with UV inhibitors, to prevent washout and fading of colors.

GripTek is a non-slip, abrasion-resistant, waterproof and high strength fabric. It is designed to withstand high wear demands on fabric.

Awesome product, you’ll fall in love with it! Makes the hunt even more enjoyable.

You’ll sit longer and move less when you’re sitting on a premium Hunt Comfort performance cushion.
Fatboy™
(HCSC75G)
The best hunting cushion ever built. The Fatboy helps eliminate the annoying pain and nerve compression that comes from sitting still. The longer you sit, the better you feel. Includes 1.5” utility strap.
Dimensions: 16” x 14” x 3”
Weight: 2 Lbs. 10 Oz.

Fatboy Lite™
(HCSC60)
Fatboy Lite’s triple density foam system gently distributes seated pressure and eliminates the painful “bottoming out” effect felt with cheap cushions.
Includes 1.5” utility strap.
Dimensions: 16” x 14” x 2.5/”
Weight: 2 Lbs. 2 Oz.

Scout™
(HCSC50G)
Ergonomically designed to deliver comfort where it is needed most, the Scout™ provides a remarkable level of support in a super portable seat. Includes three FC-1 snap attachments.
Dimensions: 15” x 10.5” x 2.5”
Weight: 1 Lbs. 6 OZ.

Chairs

Deluxe Blind Chair™
(HCDC20)
Total comfort seating while hunting inside a blind, the Deluxe Blind Chair is height adjustable and reclines. Includes wheels and swivel technology for optimal mobility.

Portable Chair™
(HCCC10)
Perfect for hunting inside a blind or outside, the Portable Chair is lightweight and folds compactly. The height adjusts, making it great for ground hunting. Includes carrying straps and swivel technology.